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ABSTRACT

People can innately recognize human facial expressions in unnatural forms, such as when depicted
on the unusual faces drawn in cartoons or when applied to an animal’s features. However, current
machine learning algorithms struggle with out-of-domain transfer in facial expression recognition
(FER). We propose a biologically-inspired mechanism for such transfer learning, which is based on
norm-referenced encoding, where patterns are encoded in terms of difference vectors relative to a
domain-specific reference vector. By incorporating domain-specific reference frames, we demonstrate
high data efficiency in transfer learning across multiple domains. Our proposed architecture provides
an explanation for how the human brain might innately recognize facial expressions on varying
head shapes (humans, monkeys, and cartoon avatars) without extensive training. Norm-referenced
encoding also allows the intensity of the expression to be read out directly from neural unit activity,
similar to face-selective neurons in the brain. Our model achieves a classification accuracy of 92.15%
on the FERG dataset with extreme data efficiency. We train our proposed mechanism with only 12
images, including a single image of each class (facial expression) and one image per domain (avatar).
In comparison, the authors of the FERG dataset achieved a classification accuracy of 89.02% with
their FaceExpr model, which was trained on 43,000 images.

Keywords Data Efficient Transfer Learning · Biologically Plausible Brain Mechanism · Facial Expression Recognition

1 Introduction

Our visual system has a remarkable property: We can innately recognize facial expressions on non-human faces, such
as those of cartoon characters. Facial expression recognition (FER) is critical for human social interactions [1].

While there have been few studies specifically investigating cross-species facial perception [2, 3], there exists a
significant body of work on facial perception (e.g., [4, 5]) within a variety of domains, including caricature drawings
[6, 7], emoticons/emojis [8], cartoon characters [9, 10], as well as studies on the phenomenon of pareidolia (the
perception of faces on arbitrary objects)[11]. These studies indicate that human face perception generalizes strongly
even to previously unencountered, non-human head shapes. Figure 1 illustrates our proposed task of transferring facial
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Figure 1: Examples of the portraits that form our basic face shape (BFS) dataset showing seven different expressions on
the three basic head shapes-what we refer to as our source and target domains. Our task involves the classification of
facial expressions across unseen target domains from a source domain (outlined in blue) using only a single image from
the target domain as a reference (outlined in red and green).

expression recognition from one source domain (e.g., human head shape) to other target domains (e.g., monkey, cartoon)
using the least possible amount of images.

Despite the recent advances in machine learning, tested state-of-the-art FER models do not generalize (transfer) to, e.g.,
cartoon faces (see results on our developed BFS dataset 6.2). There are several possible explanation for these results.
CNN architectures are know to have strong bias towards textures [12, 13]. We argue that CNNs rely too heavily on
local features which outweigh global information to achieve our task. More recent computer vision models, such as
vision transformers (ViT) [14], partially solve the local issue able to access any part of an image at any given layer.
Nonetheless, they require large amounts of data to learn the spatial embedding.

In this work, we seek to explore a mechanism well-known in neuroscience: norm-referenced encoding (NRE) [15, 16].
In this approach, facial identities are encoded in terms of differences tuning vectors relative to an average-norm-face
(Figure 2A). We aim at demonstrating its benefits in computer vision. By extending the encoding to multiple domains
and developing a machine-learning model exploiting this encoding, we make a step forward towards an end-to-end
framework. The implicit bias of this encoding enables our model to transfer knowledge with high data efficiency. Our
model generalizes to new domains using a single image.

Contributions. (1) We extend the biologically-plausible Norm-referenced encoding to multiple domains. (2) We
develop an architecture to exploit the multi-domain Norm-referenced encoding as a step towards an end-to-end
framework.(3) We provide a dataset to study transfer learning with corresponding facial expressions using fundamentally
different head shapes and different levels of expression intensity. (4) We test our model on a publicly available dataset
and illustrate the high data efficiency, robust transfer learning capability, and interpretability of the proposed method.

2 Background

Norm-referenced encoding (NRE) is a classical principle in neuroscience for face identity representation. The key idea
of NRE is that the face identity is encoded by a difference vector relative to a norm stimulus, typically the average face.
The direction of this difference encodes facial identity, while its length represents the distinctiveness of the face relative
to the average face (Figure 2A).

Electrophysiological evidence supports this encoding principle [16, 17] (related neural model have been proposed [18])
and recordings show that the tuning relative to the norm face emerges more slowly than the absolute encoding, about
100 ms after stimulus presentation [17]. These results suggest a fast process that exploits encoding in absolute space
[19] and a slower one that realizes an encoding relative to the average face, potentially mediated by recurrent feedback
[20].

Let s be a vector that represents a face stimulus in an appropriate feature space. Then the difference vector is defined by
d = s − r, where r is a norm or reference vector—classically, the average face computed by averaging the feature
vectors of a large number of faces.
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Figure 2: A) A schematic representation of norm-based encoding. The sketch displays two identities in feature space
and their respective tuning vectors n1 and n2. The stimulus s is encoded by its position relative to the reference r
through the difference vector d = s− r. B) Read-out activity vi for the input stimulus s for the two identities. The
activity is given by vi = dTni and thus grows linearly in the identity level ‖d‖. The slope is given by dTni/‖d‖,
meaning d = ni yields the identity function.

The response of a face-encoding neuron is computed as the scalar product of the difference vector d of the actual
stimulus and a unit vector ni (tuning vector) that determines the preference of the neuron in terms of face identity:

vi = dTni. (1)

The neuron would respond maximally to face stimuli for which the associated difference vector d is collinear with the
vector ni. The length of the difference vector ‖d‖ encodes how characteristic the face is for a specific facial identity
(called ’identity level’ in psychophysics) (See Fig. 2B). The same encoding principle can be transferred to facial
expression recognition [21]. Here, the norm stimulus is the neutral expression, the vectors ni encode the expression
types, and the length of the difference vector represents the expression strength of the face.

3 Multi-Domain Norm-Referenced Encoding
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the classification of two expressions (E1 and E2) in a 2D face space, presented
on two different basic head shapes. N1 and N2 represent the "norm faces" (neutral expressions) relative to which the
individual expressions are encoded. A) A linear classifier class boundary indicated by the dashed line results in the
correct classification of the expressions of the first head shape (N1), but fails on the second head shape (N2). B) A
norm-referenced classifier, which transfers the tuning vectors n1 and n2 from the first head shape N1 to the second
head shape N2 accomplishes correct classification without retraining the classifying neurons. C) An example of a
norm-referenced classifier in a poorly-chosen feature space, resulting in misclassification for the second head shape.

NRE is thus an intuitive and powerful model to encode faces and facial expressions. Here, we propose to extend
the model to multiple reference frames, referring to it as multi-domain norm-referenced encoding (MD-NRE). We
hypothesize that utilizing multiple norm-references might be a highly data-efficient transfer-learning approach for
multi-domain FER.

Consider the problem of classifying facial expressions E that correspond to feature vectors s. Let N denote the domain
(head shape) from which s was drawn. For each domain, we consider a domain-specific reference vector rN. Finding
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Methods Encoding Multi-dom. Eff. transfer
Lin. Classifier absolute X 7
NRE relative 7 7
MD-NRE relative X X

Table 1: Summary of the key differences between the classical linear classifier, the previous norm-referenced encoding
model, and the current one. Multi-Dom = Multi-domain, Eff. Transfer = Efficient transfer.

rN is part of the learning procedure. The MD-NRE assumes that the distribution of E only depends on the domain N
through the difference vector between the feature vector s and the domain-specific reference. More specifically,

p(E|s) =
∑
N

p(E|s, N)p(N |s)

=
∑
N

p(E|s− rN)p(N |s).
(2)

This assumption breaks the learning process down into two parts: learning to infer the domain from the feature vector,
and learning to infer the expression from the difference vector d = s− rN. This decomposition allows us to learn the
distribution of E for all domains while only training on data from one domain.

Fig. 3 illustrates the situation. In a two-dimensional feature space, we aim to classify the expressions E1 and E2 for
two different head shapes. The neutral expressions for the two head shapes are denoted as N1 and N2. Panel A shows
the situation using a linear classifier that separates the two expressions correctly for only one head shape. Suppose the
effect of changing the basic head shape is a collinear translation of all feature vectors in the feature space. Even if the
translation vector is the same for all tested expressions, the classifier fails to classify the two expressions correctly for
the second head shape. However, this is different when MD-NRE is applied. As illustrated in panel B, assume that
the directions of the difference vectors between the expressions (E1

1 , E1
2 and E2

1 , E2
2 ) and the corresponding neutral

reference face vectors (N1 or N2) are the same for the two head shapes. Then MD-NRE, which uses the same tuning
vectors n1 and n2 for the two head shapes, would show perfect transfer of expression recognition from the first head
shape to the second. Therefore, training the system on the first head shape and knowing the feature vector of the second
neutral (norm) face (N2) allows a correct classification of the expressions on the second head shape without the need
for explicit training of all expressions for the second head shape. Therefore, if done correctly, the MD-NRE promises
great data efficiency in generalizing to new domains. In addition, the length of the difference vectors covaries directly
with the expression strength, which is useful for many technical applications that exploit expressiveness.

Of course, the previous assumption that the tuning vectors n0 and n1 remain similar for different head shapes is far
from trivial to achieve. It depends critically on the embedding of images in the 2D feature space. Panel C shows a
hypothetical example where the tuning vectors change direction. Here the expressions for the first head shape do not
help the classification of the expressions for the second. Such misalignment of the corresponding tuning vectors will be
particularly apparent if the embedding feature space contains many dimensions unrelated to the expression classification
task. Using, for example, texture-sensitive features, one would expect strong and unsystematic changes in the tuning
vector moving from a human to a non-human head, which likely outweighs the expression-specific changes.

To overcome this challenge, we propose to add three mechanisms to NRE. 1) Use multiple domain-specific reference
vectors. 2) Treat each reference vector as an updatable set of parameters. 3) Construct the relative encoding with a
two-stream pipeline. Table 1 summarizes the key aspects of our proposed model. A strong assumption, and limitation,
of the model is to assume that the reference vectors for each domain are given. In other words, it is assumed that the
model observes one image from each domain during training.

4 Related Work

Facial Expression Recognition: There are numerous publicly available human facial expression recognition (FER)
datasets in computer vision (e.g. AffectNet [22], FER2013 [23], CK+ [24], KDEF [25]) as well as datasets of cartoon
characters (FERG dataset [26]). FER studies typically aim to reach the best classification on one or several of these
datasets [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Others investigate transfer learning (domain adaptation) [32, 33] from a source (human)
to a target dataset (another human). To the best of our knowledge, only one study experiments with transfer learning
in a cross-species FER experiment between humans (JAFFE, KDEF) and cartoon faces (FERG) [32]. However, this
method did not investigate data efficiency and employs an alternative method, learning a mapping function from the
source and target datasets to a common feature space. Constructing such a mapping function bears greater resemblance
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to the task of facial retargeting [34, 35]. Facial retargeting aims at learning a mapping function which links the same
facial expressions across different head shapes (domains) in the context of facial animation. As such, data-efficient,
cross-species FER generalization is not well studied.

Data Efficient Transfer Learning: Developing machine learning models that transfer knowledge is a critical goal in
the field. There are many generalization-related research topics such as transfer learning, zero-shot learning, meta-
learning, and causal representational learning. In our study, we define our task as falling between domain adaptation
(DA) [36] and domain generalization (DG) [37]. The goal of domain generalization is a good performance on novel
domains by models trained on one or several distinct, but related domains. As in DG tasks, we assume that our training
and testing sets are not identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.).

A key difference between our approach and DG is that, as DA, we do not consider the target domain to be entirely
unknown. Instead, we allow our model to see one training example per target domain. We achieve high data efficiency
by introducing domain-specific inductive biases, which we refer to as our reference vectors. As the reference vectors
are updatable parameters of our model, our approach falls under the algorithm strategy in few-shot learning [38], which
means that existing parameters are refined during domain transfer.

Morphable Models: Early computational vision work proposed encoding shapes in vector spaces relative to a reference
or norm pattern [39, 40]. The construction of vector spaces that parameterize properties of image classes is standard in
computer graphics, particularly for faces [41, 42, 43]. 3D morphable models (3DMM) are powerful tools to construct,
animate, and transfer facial expressions between avatars. 3DMMs learn to separate shape from appearance variation
and construct a low-dimensional prior of a basic head shape. As such, they are intuitive and help in a natural way to
disentangle shape changes that carry semantically critical information, such as expression or identity from the basic
shape of the head.

5 Model Architecture

To exploit the multi-domain norm-referenced encoding (MD-NRE), the developed model must fit several constraints.
First, it needs to construct representations that preserve the tuning vectors across domains. Once the reference and
tuning vectors are trained, we need to update the specific reference vectors to encode the inputs relative to it and project
the resulting difference vectors onto the tuning directions. Therefore, an architecture with two streams is required: one
that updates the reference vector, and one that computes the difference vectors and their projection onto the tuning
vectors ni.

A straightforward method for a FER task would be to use pre-trained facial landmark detector methods. Tracking
the landmarks’ displacement for facial expression features would directly output a 2D representation such that the
displacement is invariant to face shapes and textures. Such representations support generalization for frontal to
moderately rotated views. However, tested state-of-the-art facial landmark detectors [44, 45] yield poor results on
non-human face (see supplementary materials for more details on the tested landmark estimation models). Moreover, a
simple facial landmark detector would not be sufficient to exploit MD-NRE. In order to compute the outputs of the
encoding neurons, the norm-referenced neurons need two inputs: one is the reference vector rN, and the other one is
the learned preferred tuning direction n. To transfer between expressions on different head shapes, we need a second
stream that determines the type of the head and the associated reference vector.

Figure 4 illustrates the developed model architecture. The model consists of three major components: first, a standard
convolutional neural network (CNN) for the extraction of image features. Second, a module that selects task-relevant
features and computes the difference vectors between the input image and the corresponding norm stimulus. Finally,
our proposed high-level readout layer.

A given input image x is fed through the CNN to obtain a representation in terms of hidden units of the network.
We reduce the dimension of the representations by applying a Network Dissection technique [46]. The output of the
dimensionality reduction is then used as input for the landmark detector. The challenge for the landmark detector is to
provide position shifts that are similar for expressions presented on different head shapes. We solved this problem using
the two-stream pathway shown in Figure 4. The FR pathway enables the relative encoding of the absolute landmark
positions estimated by the FER pathway. The output of the landmark detector is a set of positions of landmarks
l. This set of vectors constitutes the latent space in which the MD-NRE read-out operates. Further information on
implementation and training of the feature extraction, feature reduction and landmark detection are provided in the
supplementary materials.
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Figure 4: Model architecture comprising three main components: a CNN for generic feature extraction, a module
for feature reduction and the construction of robust features, and a read-out network / classifier module. The feature
reduction transforms the latent space of the VGG19 model into a sparse set of facial landmarks. The dimensionality
reduction module comprises two pathways. The FR (facial recognition) pathway acts as a reference vector selector and
updates the reference parameters with the face position and scale. The FER (facial expression recognition) pathway
outputs the absolute position of facial expression landmarks and computes the tuning vectors of the multi-domain
norm-referenced encoding (MD-NRE). The role of the FER pathway is to construct a shape- and texture-invariant facial
expression landmark detector. The MD-NRE read-out layer encodes the landmark position relative to the selected
reference vector and projects it onto the corresponding tuning vector ni.

5.1 Norm-Referenced Encoding and Classifier

The proposed classifier is inspired by results on face-selective neurons in the visual cortex [18, 16]. We assume that
the norm vector r has been learned for the individual types of head shapes. The activity vm of the detector neuron for
expression m, summing over the different landmarks l, is given by the function

vm =
∑
l

[
dT
l nl,m

]
+
. (3)

Here dl = sl − rl is the two-dimensional difference vector for the l-th face fragment. The term in the bracket measures
its similarity to the learned direction-tuning unit vector nl,m. The output vm then depends linearly on the length of the
difference vector, which varies monotonically with expression strength. This type of tuning matches the tuning function
of neurons in the IT cortex for identity coding [16]. It turns out that a summation of the tuning function outputs over
the different fragments provided the most robust results. We obtain the final classification result by determining the
norm-referenced neural unit with the maximum output m̂ = argmaxm vm.

6 Results

In the following, we focus on the multi-domain norm-referenced encoding (MD-NRE) and regard its input as a general
facial landmark detector with two key characteristics. First, we use 10 landmarks for the construction of the reference
and the difference vectors. Second, we use only three landmarks to determine the type, position, and size of the face.
These parameters are used to construct the reference vector for the appropriate head shape. Further details about this
architecture and its training can be found in the supplementary materials.

The training of this architecture requires two steps: a first one that trains the reference vectors for all head shapes, and
a second one that determines the tuning vectors ni. This training can be accomplished with one image per category
(e.g., happy, surprised, etc.) to train each tuning vector, and one image per domain (e.g., human, monkey) to train each
reference vector.

We first employ our own dataset to demonstrate domain generalization of facial expression recognition (FER) between
different head shapes. Specifically, the proposed approach accomplishes high performance in transfer learning, training
the system on facial expressions from one head shape only, and testing on other head shapes. We then test our method
on a publicly available, larger dataset to investigate its data efficiency.
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Model Type Dataset #im Acc
SVM-LBP [48] SVM BFS 9 14.3
ResNet50v2 [49] CNN Affectnet 280k+ 52.4
CORNet-S CNN Affectnet 280k+ 63.1
DAN [50] CNN AffectNet 440k 37.4
EfficientFace [51] CNN AffectNet 440k 33.8
MD-NRE BFS 9 100

Table 2: Classification accuracies (%) for our MD-NRE model and different standard CNN architectures. Letters refer
to the training condition with: B (only BFS), A (only AffectNet) and C (AffectNet + BFS)

We also performed ablations studies to investigate the robustness of MD-NRE mechanism against occlusion, and the
use of human facial landmark detectors. Further, we compared our MD-NRE model to the NRE without built-in
domain transfer capabilities. Results shows that our architecture shows robustness to occlusion and sub-optimal latent
spaces. Further, the inclusion of multiple domain references is key for good performance. Details can be found in the
supplementary material.

6.1 BFS Dataset

A valid question is whether the chosen input levels derived from a VGG19 architecture enable robust and precise
tracking of facial landmarks across all head shapes. CNN architectures are known to be biased toward textures [12, 13].
Our choice to use the network dissection technique [46] (see supplementary material) to filter non-face-relevant feature
maps does not necessarily remove texture bias. It is unclear a priori whether the remaining feature maps from our
read-out layer yield reliable activity patterns for our landmark detectors.

Therefore, we decided to create our own dataset using computer graphics to match facial expressions across different
basic head shapes (contribution 3). We selected a human, a cartoon, and a monkey avatar as three basic head shapes and
called it the BFS (Basic Face Shapes) dataset. The main goal of this dataset is to investigate the architecture design of
our model. Therefore, the specificity of the BFS dataset is to ensure that the displacement of the landmarks remains
invariant across all the different head shapes and textures. In total we created 15 identities (5 identities per basic face
shape) displaying 7 expressions (see Figure 1), resulting in a total of 105 images. All face shapes were animated using
the same facial expressions. Correspondence between the meshes of the different avatar types was established by
interpolating the meshes of the monkey and the cartoon avatar to match exactly the polygonal structure of the human
mesh. Once this correspondence is established, it is straightforward to animate the avatars with the same expressions.
(See the supplementary materials for more details.)

6.2 Domain Generalisation

Using our BFS dataset 6.1, we test the MD-NRE for domain generalization. In this test, we learn facial expressions
from a source domain (human) and transfer the tuning vectors to the other domains by updating the reference frames.
Here, domains refer to each basic head shape of the BFS dataset (human, monkey, and cartoon). As such, our model
has never seen any expressions from the target domains. Nonetheless, the model has knowledge that the target domains
exist from the training of the reference frame.

To conduct our test, we select one image of each expression displayed on the human avatar (blue rectangle from Figure
1). We use three images, one per domain, to train the reference vectors, and 7 images, one per category, to train the
tuning vectors. However, as the neutral expression on the human identity is already selected for the training of the
human reference vector, we effectively add only 6 images to the training set. Consequently, we train the classifier using
a total of 9 images.

Nonetheless, it is fair to wonder if our BFS cross-domain dataset is too similar to human head shapes. The question
emerges whether state-of-the-art FER models can accurately classify our non-human head shapes. Therefore, we test
the performance of multiple available FER architectures and trained a CORNet-S model for comparisons (as it is argued
to be a closer brain-like architecture) [47]. (See the supplementary materials for implementation and training details.)

We obtain perfect classification accuracy (100%) for the test dataset. This implies a perfect transfer of the learned
expressions from one human identity to all the other head shapes, without a need for training of the expressions on
the non-human head shapes (Table 2). This result proves our assumption that facial expression tuning vectors can be
transferred across different head shapes using only a single neutral face shape within an appropriate feature space. It
also proves that our model reliably tracks the position of facial landmarks independently of face shapes and textures.
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Model BFS-L Human Monkey Cartoon
CORnet-S 46 62.5 44 32
MD-NRE 78 92 68 76

Table 3: Classification accuracy (%) for our MD-NRE and the CORnetS-A on the expression strength level test (BFS-L)
for each head shapes.

Table 2 shows that none of the other models performed as well as ours on the transfer learning task. The CORNet-S
model reaches the best accuracy with a limited performance of 63.1%, and the SVM model performs the worst, only
reaching chance level classification performance (14.3%). See the supplementary materials for a detailed discussion of
this poor result.

6.3 Analogous Encoding

The second test aims at assessing the second assumption of the model. Contrary to the output layers of typical DNN
classification models, which return estimates for class probabilities (softmax readout), face-selective cortical neurons
show an almost linear dependence of activity on the distance of the face from the average face [16, 17, 20]. Likewise,
in our architecture, the output variables vm depend linearly on the length of the difference vectors d, which covary
with expression strength. Such analogous encoding is especially interesting for social interaction, where even small
and subtle facial movements might be used to perceive a person’s intent. This principle might underlie our ability to
perceive complex and subtle facial movements such as a smirk. Furthermore, encoding of expression strength seems
useful for different technical applications. One example would be a human closed-loop interaction system, such as
using facial expression recognition data to drive computer animations, where expression strength is often modeled by a
superposition of action units or blendshapes. In addition, expression strength influences the reliability of expression
categorization: weak expressions are more difficult to classify than extreme expressions.

We test the linearity of the encoding by leveraging our BFS dataset to simulate expression strength for each basic head
shape. For this purpose, we extended the BFS dataset by adding versions of all expressions with three extra levels
(25%, 50%, and 75%) of expression strength. These intermediate levels were created by blending (linearly scaling the
displacements between the corresponding mesh polygons between the neutral and the 100 % expressive face for the
same head shape). (See the supplementary materials for an illustration.) The resulting dataset (BFS-L) has a total of 75
testing images. We use the same 9 training images as in the previous validation experiments.
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Figure 5: Readout values of the multi-domain norm-referenced encoding (MD-NRE) and the CORnetS-A model as a
function of the expression strength level for each expression on the Human Avatar. The red dashed line corresponds to
perfect linearity.
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Models First Optimized # im
Train Test Train Test

DeepExpr [26] - - - 89 43k+
ACNN [52] - - - 99.3 43k+
VGAN [53] - - - 100 43k+
MD-NRE-I 73.1 73.1 92.3 92.2 12
MD-NRE-Aia 76.7 76.4 84.6 84.2 12
MD-NRE-Bonnie 70.4 70.4 85 84.4 12
MD-NRE-Jules 80.6 79.9 80.5 79.7 12
MD-NRE-Malcolm 73.3 73.3 80.4 80 12
MD-NRE-Mery 71.6 71,1 81.9 82.2 12
MD-NRE-Ray 66.6 66.5 71.9 71.6 12

Table 4: Classification accuracy (%) for our MD-NRE models on the FERG dataset and the reported test classification
accuracy from different FER models trained on the FERG dataset

Figure 5 compares the readout activity values of our MD-NRE and the CORNetS models (the best CNN model from
the previous experiment). While both models show a monotonic increase of the output variables with the expression
strength, our model shows greater linearity. Moreover, Table 3 shows that the classification accuracy (collapsed over all
tested expression strength levels) of our model outperforms the CORNetS architecture, indicating higher robustness to
variations of expression strength. Nonetheless, as expected, the overall performance for the MD-NRE model is reduced
compared to using only the 100% expression strength test images (Table 2). This accuracy reduction is mainly caused
by a reduced performance on the weaker expression strength level images (see supplementary materials).

6.4 Efficient Learning

The third test aims to scale up the model and to conduct a first benchmark test of our approach with the literature. We
select the FERG [26] dataset which consists of stylized comic characters with annotated facial expressions. The FERG
dataset is suitable for our simple landmark detector as the pose and the illumination are fixed. The dataset contains
55,767 images across 6 different head shapes and 7 expressions. The dataset is split into a training set (43,767), a
validation set (6k), and a test set (6K).

To apply our MD-NRE, we train a reference vector for each avatar identity and test our model’s learning efficiency.
This task is thus an assessment of the benefit of using reference frames as inductive bias. Nonetheless, the variance of
the head shapes among the avatars of the FERG dataset is arguably higher than among human identities. Therefore, we
also test our method to transfer facial expressions from a single avatar head to the others.

We use 12 images to train our models. One neutral pose for each avatar type (6 images) to train the reference vectors,
and one for each expression (7 images) to train the tuning vectors. As before, the neutral expression is already included
in the set used to train the reference vectors.

We test the efficiency of our model using two approaches. First, we train our model as a standard FER approach.
Therefore, the tuning vectors are trained independently of the avatar type (referred to as MD-NRE-I). Here the model
can select any expression that might help classification accuracy. Second, we train our classifier using a transfer learning
task by using only a single avatar to train the tuning vectors, referred to by MD-NRE-<avatar_name>. Here, the
models learn facial expressions from the subset of images belonging to the selected avatar.

In addition, we select the training expressions in two ways: In one condition, indicated by First, we use the first picture
of the relevant expression class for training. This has the disadvantage that this first picture might not be the most
typical one for that expression category. To remove this limitation, we perform a second set of tests where we choose for
each class an optimized template stimulus (indicated by Optimized). This stimulus is determined by iterating through
the training dataset and retaining the class-specific training picture that results in the highest training accuracy after a
single training epoch.

Table 4 shows the accuracy of the classifications for the different training schemes. Using the first images in the dataset
for each class (condition First), we obtain a testing accuracy of 73%. This was in the range of the accuracies for
training with individual avatars, which range from 66% to 79%. While these results are not state-of-the-art (100%
reported by [53]), this test proves that our model can cope with a larger dataset. When the model have access to every
domain (MD-NRE-I), the test accuracy reaches a value of 92.15%, which exceeds the accuracy (89.02%) reported in
the original paper on the FERG dataset [26]. Moreover, the best transfer learning model (MD-NRE-Bonnie) reaches
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84.42% accuracy. This is an encouraging transfer learning result for a classifier trained with only 12 images, and where
all the expressions are from a single avatar type.

7 Conclusion

We present a proof-of-concept study that tests the use of a biologically inspired principle: norm-referenced encoding
(NRE) for multi-domain transfer in facial expression classification. There is strong evidence for such representations
in the brain (e.g. [16, 15, 17, 54, 55]. We hypothesize that this encoding principle explains how the human brain
accomplishes high data-efficiency in transfer learning. We validate our hypothesis by illustrating how our model
recognizes facial expressions on novel head shapes, an easy task for humans.

We demonstrate that this encoding principle can be implemented in the context of a deep network architecture that
consists of two streams, one that identifies the type of the head shapes and the corresponding reference vectors, and a
second one that computes the difference vectors and the activity of the NRE encoding neurons. The input of these two
pathways is given by a landmark detector.

We also demonstrate its linear dependence on deviation from the reference frames makes this encoding especially
interesting for tasks requiring a strong estimate of confidence, e.g., human social interactions, and medical applications.
Facial expression perception is a prime example: even subtle facial cues might reveal information about emotion. And
in many social situations, the expressiveness about the displayed emotion has important behavioral consequences (e.g
faked vs. real smiles, etc.).

A major goal of our work is to verify if a principle that seems relevant in neuroscience might be helpful in computer
vision and machine learning, especially for cases in which large amounts of training data are not available.

We hope that this work demonstrates the value of biologically inspired methods in machine-learning generalization
across different domains. We acknowledge that substantial additional work is required to make these methods applicable
to a wider spectrum and more complex machine-learning problems. Nonetheless, this work is a step towards a more
generic end-to-end machine learning model exploiting NRE.
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